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UCF may offer new degree
Plann~d
()

community arts program awaits BOR approval

scholar who will develop various arts programs in the
UCF and Orlando area. Through contact with the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
public school system; area retirement centers and ~ec
reation centers, the endowed chair in commnity arts
A new community art degree is currently being will aid growth ofinterest and involvement in the visual
developed in conjunction with the Five- year Master . arts, music, dance and theatre.
The department has tentatively named Kristen
Plan to add several new degrees.
Congdon,
visiting associate art professor, as the first
If approved, the community arts program will
the chair.
scholar
to
eventually offer both bac_h.elors and masters degrees
Congdon, an expert in community arts programs,
in such areas as art administration, art education,
is serving on an interim basis with the UCF art departand art therapy.
The program was made possible by a $600,000 ment, which will be home base for the scholar selected
contribution from William and Alice Jenkins of to permanently head the program.
According to Congdon, the program will help in the
Winter Park. This in tum was matched by state
development
of art professionals who will work with
monies to produce a $1 million chair in community
activities
ranging
from fund raising and art marketing,
arts. However, implementation ofthe program must
art
lessons
to children and adults.
to
giving
receive the Board of Regents approval.
Jenkins founded the Crealde School ofArt, also If approved, students who enter the program will spend
in Winter Park, which will work-closely with UCF in part of their time working· with the Crealde Art Reach
program to help them recognize and expand on the
developing the community arts program.
artistic
expressions of a given community.
Students who may graduate with this degree,
Barbara
Benson, coordinator of the Creal de proavailable through the College of Arts and Sciences,
what
she calls "a special population," said
gram,
serving
would be prepared to introduce art to all elements of
the community.
SEE ART PAGE 5
The Jenkins chair is to be filled-by a renowned
by Greg Callanan

WE WANT TO ROCK
Students show support for a format change at
WUCF. Turn to page 3 for radio survey results.

with the four-year tuition contract.
The state will set new prices for the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
contracts each year to allocate for
changes in interest rates and tuition
Starting September 15 , an esti- increases.
The contract guarantees that parmated 100,000 people can begin to sign
contracts enabling them to pay for ent~ will not have to pay more than
their children's college educations in the amount agreed to. In addition, the
contract also allows for any adult or
advance. ·
These contracts are a result· of corporation to buy a contract.
The state ·will pay for all registraFlorida's new Prepaid Tuition protion and/or dormitory fees at the time
gram.
It allows parents to pay for their of enrollment. The program does not
child's education at lower rates, in the include meals, books, or other exbelief that they would have to pay a penses.
However, if a child decides not to go
great deal more if they waited until
the child's expected time of enroll- to college, the contract can be transferred to a sibling or close relative. The
ment.
For example, parents who pay for second option is that the money paid
their pre-schooler's education now, into the plan can be refunded to the
would pay $3, 700 for four years of col- purchaser.
The buyer may also receive a refund
lege, instead of an estimated $12,000.
The state agrees to cover any differ- should the child decide to attend colence in the actual cost of the educa- lege out of state.
If the student goes to a community
tion.
In return, the state can invest the college when he/she is prepaid at a
money now and earn substantial inter- university, the tuition is still waived.
If this student does not continue
est and profit on it.
The program will offer three main after those two years, one-half of the
money ·paid will be refunded.
In order for a student to qualify for
this program, he or she must plan to
attend a Florida university , must be
under the age of 18, and must be a
Florida resident at the time the contract is signed.
Contracts will be made available in
mid-August for enrollment in the fall of
1989.
by Kim Martin

SPORTS
• A new track and field
house · is in the beginning stages and Tom ·
Davis reports on its
progress. Also, find out
the fate of · baseball
player Vince Zawaski.
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•

Why is UCF in the
papers more than they
ever have been in the
past? Who is Vice President George Bush really
talking to? Find-out on
page6.
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Survey: Most students prefer WUCF format change
The Central Florida Future survey results reveal .that the majority of students simply "want to rock"

WUCF SURVEY RESULTS
Out of the 123 people who. responded to the WUCF Survey, 104 (a total of 84.So/o) felt
there should be a format change.
Here are the results of some of'the
questions .

..

Leslie Jorgensen/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Barbara Grimm
and Ben Markesan
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Most UCF students strongly support a format change at WUCF, the
university's radio station, according to
an informal Central Florida Future
survey.
Out of 123 respondents, 85 percent
expressed dissatisfaction with the
station's present programming and
offered suggestions for change.
Out of t~e 54 respondents (44 percent) who said they listen to WUCF,
nearly 72 percent would like to see the
radio station alter its format.
By contrast, of the 69 respondents
(56 percent) who said they don't listen
to the station, 94 percent feel it's time
for the station to change. "WUCF
should lead with new material and

ideas," read the comment on one· Central Florida Future survey.
WUCFs current programming in:cludes jazz and classical music, alternative rock, and Indian and Irish music
as well as a variety of talk shows.
The 7,900 watt station, which
reaches Orlando and vicinity, claims a
listening audience of "approximately
18-20,000," said
Peter Carroll,
WUCFs station manager.
Suggestions from students who
completed survey were varied, ranging
from "[play] jazz around the clock" and
"more jazz, no rock", to "all progressive
rock, all day."
In additio~, many students said
they would like to see the sfation's
popular Niterock show, which plays
progressive rock, be given a different time slot or-. increased hours.
Expanding Niterock, which currently

free financial aid planning
• PUBLICIT¥ FOR PUBLICITY
The Management Assis- calendar and information on
tance Program of the Volun- private scholarship sources.
The Scholarship Bank
teer Center of Central Florida
works
with financial aid counis sponsoring the 12th annual
Publicity Workshop July 20 at seling offices throughout the
U.S. to assist in the distribuRollins College.
The semina·r will cover such tion of the information on
· topics as Basic Tools of Public scholarship sources. Each
Relations, How to Reach the scholarship is at least -$1,000
Print Media, Audio-Visuals, and many are ·renewable.
Public Service Opportunities Graduate level grants up to
in Radio and Television, and $25,000 are· also available.
All students receive from 20
Designing and Writing Newsto 65 different aid sources for
letters and Brochures.
The publicity handbook to which they are potentially elibe issued contains formats, gible. For the 1988-89 school
procedures, and techniques on year, a number of new aid
the fundamentals of effective sources are available to law,
public relations, as well as an business, health, engineering,
index of Central Florida print computer sciences, and hu- ·
and broadcast media. Cost is manities majors.
About a half-billion dollars
$25 per person, including
in scholarship funds are con· lunch and the handbook.
For more information, con- tributed .by 3,500 corporations, trade, civic, and nontact the MAP at 896-0945.
civic groups and are normally
awarded on the basis of aca• SPINNING THE WHEEL
The Central Florida ·chap- demic standing, major, as well
ter of the American Heart as employer and past military
Association is hosting a Mon~ .. experience ~
Interested persons should
Carlo Night on June 18, 7:30send
a stamped; self-ad12 p.m. at the Grosvenor resort
in the Walt Disney World Vil- dressed (business-size) envelope to: The Scholarship Bank,
lage.
Guests will enjoy an eve- 13941 E. Amar Rd., La Puente,
ning of food, prizes and enter- Califqrnia 91746, or call 1tainment for a minimum dona- 800-322-4432.
tion of $50 per person.
All proceeds ·will help the • GRADUATE STUDENTS
American Heart Association's
The University of South
fight to reduce early death and Florida's College of Public
disability from heart disease Health is accepting applicaand stroke.
tions for the Samuel X. Kaplan/U.S. Administrators Fellowship in Health Care Man• SCHOLARSHIPS
Students in need of funding agement and finance.
The fellowship consists of a
for college are urged to write to
Th e Scholarship Bank for a complete one-year academic

runs from 12 ~.m. to 3 a.m. Monday
through Saturday, was "definitely a
possibility, depending on the [station's]
budget," said Carroll. "Niterock in its
present form is .educational in that it
sheds light on a part of the world of contemporary music that the commercial
sector is ignoring," he wrote in a letter
published in the June 8 edition ofThe
Central FloridaFuture .
According to Carroll, WUCF works
to provide high quality programming
that attracts a small audience of . devoted listeners rather than "imitate"
commercial stations that appeal to a
mass audience.
"We play alternative music that no
one else does." he said, adding if people
didn't like it, they could tune in elsewhere.
Some students, on the other hand,
said they were pleased with WUCF

graduate program leading to a
masters degree in public
health; a six-month paid internship at one of the U.S.
Administrator's offl.ces; and a
stipend plus tuition.
The fellowship candidate
should exhibit strong quantiative skills, as well as _experience or an interest in health
services delivery, quality assurance, utilization review,
third party functions, financial policy, or health benefits
and services management.
Application deadline is July
25. For more information contact Dr. Jay Wolfson, USF
College of Public Health,
13301 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.,
Tampa, Fl. 33612.
• SCHOLARSHIP MEETING
The Rotary International
will be holding a meeting on
June 17, 10 a.m. in the Student
Affairs Conference Room (AD
282) for students interested in
international scholarship opportunities.
The five types of one year
scholarships available are
graduate, undergraduate, vocational, special education
teaching, and journalism.
Scholarships include roundtrip transportation, academic
fees, room and board, educational supplies, and an allowance for limited educational
travel. Students must have a
workable knowledge of a foreign language. Requirements
vary with each type of scholarship.
Deadline for applications is
July 15. For more information
and applications, contact
Barth Engert at 275-2842.

and saw no reason for change. "WUCF
gives students a .. chance to run the
shows, which is an important learning
experience," and "Shows like Philosophy Forum are thought provoking for
the student of any age and the open
format leaves room for creativity,"
were just a few of the comments that
praised the station.
Several respondants commented
that the station needs to be more competitive.
Carroll, however, emphasized that
the main purpose of WUCF is to educate the students, and the station's
diversity in programming gives its
student employees well-rounded experience and broadcast training. "We're
not her~ · to be competitive," he said,
explaining that WUCF would rather
gain "prestige and p.rofessionalism" as
a radio station.

• HEALTH CENTER
The UCF Health Center
will be closed on June 15, from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., with the exceptjon of emergencies. The Center will reopen on the same day
from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
• POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
The Political . Science
Prelaw Union will be meeting
regularly beginning B-term
and will remain active
throughout the summer. Time
and plac~ of the meetings will
be announced as soon as
they're available. All are invited to attend. .
• AD/PR MAJORS
WOFL, Channel 35 of
Orlando is sponsoring a meeting of AD2, an advertising
club for young professionals,
on June 30 at the Citrus Club,
at6p.m.
Scheduled guest speaker is
Jamie Kellner, president of
Fox television network, discussing "Building a Network
from the Ground Up."
Cost of the meeting is $5 for
students and $7 for guests, no
reseryations n.ecessary.
•

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
The Governor's office is accepting applications for students to serve as student representatives on one of three
different statewide education
boards.
Governor Bob Martinez will
appoint one student member
to serve on the Board of Regents, another to serve on the
Postsecondary Education
Planning Commission,. and

one to serve on the State
Board of Community Colleges.
. The student member must
be a Florida resident for the
past five years and registered
as a full-time student in the
State University System.
Students interested in applying for any of the appointments should contact Peyton
Fearington, director of appointments, Office of the Governor, Room PL05, the Capitol, Tallahassee, Florida
32399-0001, or call 488-2183.
• HISPANIC STUDENTS
The Hispanic American
Student Association is holding
a meeting June 15, at 4 p.m. in
the Board Room of the Administration building. All are
invited to attend.

•CHARITY NIGHT
LaAmistad, a psychiatric
treatment center in Maitland,
is hosting a Charity Night
June 25, at Church Street
Station in Orlando.
All proceeds will benefit
programs for emotionally disturbed children and young
adults.
Admission is 2 for $10. For
more information call 6470660.

•MINORITY STUDENTS
The UCF College of Education is offering a mentoring
office that provides counseling
and advising for minority students.
For more information contact Rosita Biggins in room
153from10 a.m.-lp.m., Monday-Thursday, or call 2752048.

' I
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Greek Park to . be filled in just two years.

Thomas Webster/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FLJTUP.E

Thomas W•'t»ter/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Dave Schlenker
EDITOR IN CHIEF

After years of being a barren road, west Gemini Boulevard is slowly becoming UCF's
Greek Park.
Joining Zeta Tau Alpha and ·
Delta Delta Delta, are Pi Beta
Phi and Delta Gamma who
have houses that are scheduled to open as early as the fall
of 1988. In additio~. Kappa
Delta sorority and Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity have lots reserved and plan construction
soon.
Funding sources for these
projects are varied. While residents will pay their share of
the house costs, these structures depend on more money
than the organizations can
raise.
Delta Gamma estimates
that the cost of its house is
around $500,000. Pi Kappa
Alpha states that its has approximately $105,000 to raise
by January of 1989. Its
house is estimated at
$675,000.
"Our main source of income
is coming from fund raisers
conducted by the Pi Kappa
Alpha Florida Alumni," said

Ted Crockett, Whether the said Lambda Chi Alpha memhouses are funded through ber, Dash Wendrzyk. "The
alumni loans or bank loans, problem is that it is still state
the members who live in the property. If the administranew buildings Will pay about .tion were to decide that there
$200 a month.
is to be nQ alcohol on Greek
"Our guys will be paying Park, then obviously you
rent to the Pike Housing Cor- cannnot have parties with alporation," Crockett said.
cohol in your fraternity or soThose chosen to live in the rority house."
houses on Greek Park will be
All of the presently planned
selected by seniority within buildings should be completed
· their organizations. There will within two years.
be a ho~semother living in
each building to ~atch over
things and serve in the same
manner as a dorm Resident
Assistant.
"It makes the campus look
more traditional," said Jodi
Freeman, Zeta Tau Alpha
housemother and Panhellenic
advisor.
.
The Greek organizations involved in the construction
boom on Greek Park appear
confident that the houses can
only be an asset to the campus.
The current and future residents of Greek Park may find
the rules tougher than those
forced by their off-campus
counterparts. The - campus is
state property and the houses
must abide by the state's rules.
"If you build a Greek house
on campus, you pay some kind
of lease for the actual land,"
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TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treatment of cellulite and body contouring. Call today for your free
consultation.

$19.95
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Thomas Wet»ter/ CENTRAL FLORtDAFUTURE

Above left, the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority house, built in 1985,
was the first to occupy Greek Row. Top right, the Delta
Gamma house is scheduled to open as early as Fall '88.
Above, the recently completed Delta Delta Delta house is
occupied by 22 sorority sisters. Below, the Pi Beta Phi sorority
house is hoping to open its doors to members in 1989.
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$29.95

:

and become eligible for a I
drawing of 25 lottery tickets to I
be given away on July 15th. I

Sign up a friend and get 2 I
visits free!
I
Coupon expires 7/15/88
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TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

PW , . TOWER -PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-7 P.M. •SUN: CLOSED

Call about our exercise classes

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042
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UCF students would work with the
Crealde specialists in self-expression
programs for residents of nursing
homes, retirement centers, adolescent
psychiatric hospitals and other special
agencies.
"I hope that the students who' might
come out of this program will have empathy for the elderly, handicapped and
other people with special needs, and
they will help expose them to the arts,"
said William Jenkins.
The opportunities to take art to the
community "are challengirig and excit-ing," said Maude Wahlman, UCF art
department chair.
Students interested in pursuing a
proposed degree in community arts
would take classes not only in the arts,
but in such areas as psychology, management , and education.
"The community is ready and anxious for the UCF community arts program to begin. We have had calls from
people who want to know when they
can enroll," added Congdon.
Although the community arts program is still in the planning stages,
interest among prospective students is

•

.

-

evident.
Todd Zanowick, 24, thinks that
Orlando lags behind other cities in the
available arts.
"Orlando could use a more focused
development of the arts. UCF should
lead the way. It really could be a good
opportunity."
"I definitely would consider majoring in community arts," said David
Arn, 21.
"It would be better to be trained
for things like being an art administrator for running a performing arts center than saying 'hire me because I'm a
great artist and I know what I'm
doing," he added.
With the help of the Jenkins'gift,
UCF may soon be able to provide the
Orlando area with a stronger base of
support for all aspects of the arts in the
Jenkins, said, "I hope that this program will teach the students to ·see art
in many differnt ways."
He added, "Students must realize
that art comes in many different
forms; and although not everyone is
talented in all forms of art, each person has an individual talent.
Through this program, we hope to allow everyone to experience the different forms of art."

r------------------~,

SAVE20% -

On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at
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ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

20120 EYECARE CENTER
Present this coupon and Student
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Eye Exams
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by an independent
Optometrist.
Not Valid With Other Offers.

Expires 6122188

Roadway Package System. is
- accepting applications for parttim.e loaders and unloaders. Excellent pay - $7.00 per _hour.starting.
WORK SHIFT~ AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
7:00 P.M. - ll:OO A.M.
11:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M.
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

-(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix)
Mon.-Fri.: 10-7 • Closed Sun. for summer
months

---~ 657-4462 ---~
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Body Building Nutrients• Amino Acids• Herbs
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UCF earning long
overdue· ·recognition
fr.om the·community
After years of moaning and groaning from students and faculty, the University of Central Florida
is finally starting to get some recognition. At long
last, the press and the public are aware that we exist.
The Orlando Sentinel prints somet'1ing about
UCF, however insignificant, at least once a month.
Whether it be coverage of football games-or articles
concerning higher ,e nrollment of blacks, area residents are now given·the chance to read· about the old
technological universitflocated somewhere between
Winter Park and Oviedo.
The driving popularity force behind UF, FSU, and
University of Miami is, quite frankly, football. In
fact, football seems be the driving force behind
American society in geReral. With seven UCF footbal
players selected for the NFL within the past two
years, not to mention last season's play-off action, it
is not surprising that the Knights managed to capture the attention of the press, never mind the entire
city. Off the field (and even out of the country), the
university has established itself in a way that the
area can't help but take notice of.
·
Internationally, UCF recently took fourth in design and won a spec_ial "most determined" award at
Canada's Aerodesign '88.
Still on the international front, let's talk Moscow.
Three UCF students, after a series of extensive exams, were granted permission to study at the
Pushkin Iiistitute in Moscow. These folks will leave
June 15 and study nothing but the ·Russian
language.This is the first time that UCF students
have been able to pass these exams.
A little less academic, but probably a lot inore fun,
the UCF Jazz Lab sets sail for the Montrellx Jazz
Festival in late June. Members of our own student
body .will be playing along side acts like Wynton
Marsalis, Miles Davis, David Sanborn, and Chuck
Mangione.
These events say a lot for the university, and it's no .
wonder why people are starting to notice us. More
and more, UCF is in the news. A recent example spotlights a UCF student painting a p~rtrait with his hair
while hangirig upside-down from a tree. R. Scott
Horner not only made it to The Sentinel for this stunt
(his final art project), but also into the latest issue of
Star magazine.
_.
One item, however, that has hindered the promotion of UCF is the marketing of University products.
This, as well, is being attended to, as UCF apparel
will soon be more accessible throughout the area.
Point is, we have come along way in terms of
recognition. Not only are we recognized for the above
items, but we are also noted, of course, for excellence
in engineering, computers, and other departments to
numerous and detailed to mention.
Five years ago, the employees and patrons (if you
will) in· practically any Orlando convenience store
could not tell if there was a university in this town,
never mind how to get to it. Now, whether it be
through The Sentinel or any other media, it is
apparent that "Orlando's best kept secret" is finally
out.
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Is he bitter, or just confused? Is this presidential
candidate trying to say somethirig about the electronic media in general, or is it a mild case of senility?
Tonight, an interview with George Bush ... on Nightline.

••1•1ttlllllll

The scene was almost too perfect late last Thursday evening as Vice President George Bush kept
addressingNightline's Ted Koppel as "Dan" (in reference to Dan Rather) throughout their interview.
Koppel, seeming almost amused, finally concluded
the intervie:w by telling Bush: "Next time, call me
Barbara."
Reasons why the vice president repeatedly called
Koppel "Dan" are unsure. It could have been a number of things. Possibly visions of Dan Rather are still
dancing in Bush's head from the hostile January
interview. Bush could have been trying to be cute,
.while making a statement- about Koppel's Iran/
Contra questions. Or, dare I say it, Bush may be
experiencing some .of the things that are associated
with aging men (like loss ofm-e-m-o-r-y).
Although it is apparent that the vice president
came out on top in the confrontation with Dan
Rather, it wouldn't be surprising if Bush still has
flashbacks involving the CBS anchorman. I can see it
now: Bush, in a cold sweat, tossing and turning at
night yelling," ... ah Dan, if you Will let me finish ...
Dan ... Dan ...Dan!!!!!" Winner or no winner, Bush is
. bol:lnd feel slightly uneasy when dealing with the
broadcast media.
On the other hand, maybe Bush was as in control
with Koppel as he was with Rather. Possibly the vice
president was using a common political tool (evading
the issue) and intended to call the ABC anchor "Dan."
This would serve two purposes: (~) To imply that

Koppel is sinking to Rather's level by asking Iran/
Contra questions. (2) To try and throw Koppel offtrack so that he would forget the actual question.
The last assumption is less direct. It must be
carefully worded in order not to sound like an accusation. But, possibly, could Bush be suffering from Gust
a thought, ·o f course) a very, very mild case of ... senility?
After all, isn't this the man who, meaning to s~y
"set i>acks", recently claimed that he had "sex with
the president"? Bush is also part of the "I don't recall"
administration in which arms sales are always a bit
hazy.
If this theory holds true, however, the·only thing
I worry about isbow confused Bush must be now after
Koppel told him to call him Barbara. To think about,
Koppel had the chance to have some real fun and give
a different name·to the vice president everytime the
urge prevailed.
"No, Mr. Vice Presiden.t, my name is Ted."
"Oh, excuse ine, Ted."
·
"No, Mr. Vice President, I'm Dan."
"Sorry, Dan. My mistake."
"Don't mention it, Mr Reagan."
One can only ponder why the confusion occurred.
Whether the slips of the tongue were intentional or
not, it made for interesting viewing. Maybe Bush for
presid~nt is not a bad idea; the entertainment value
of teleVision news will never be at the same level
again.
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• SPIRIT OF RADIO

mercial radio station or a public torial posts as a purpose ofWUCF.
radio station like WMFE.
The radio station is a part of the ·
What should students expect university visible to the larger
Editor:
from a university radip station?
community and thus it is espeA university is a unique instituThe same thing that students cially important that the radio
tion. A university is the institu- have a right to expect from all station reflect the core values of
tion whose central -purposes are parts of the university: that it ·the university-excellence, diverto seek and teach truth, to foster expose them to the best, thereby sity, and achievement- to that
analysis of the most difficult ques- giving the students the opportu- certain community. To think that
tions, to maintain and transmit nity to appreciate excellence, to the way to acheive these goals is
cijtical appreciation of the best in develop skills and for recognizing through a poorly designed poll of
all areas of human activity, and to less than best.
student opinion is, frankly, a silly
train students to the highest,
Students should expect · of . position.
most demanding . standards of WUCF, as fro.m all parts of UCF;
Joyce R. Lilie
judgement.
that they will be trained in an
Chair, Political Science
Of course universities fall short environment that encourages and
Department
of these ideals, but a university rewards performance, diversity
must, nonetheless, seek these and the ability to overcome obgoals or it ceases to be a univer- stacles.
sity.
I'll grant that this is some dis- Letters to the Editor must be
WUCF, as part of the univer- tance from "training in how to typed and include the author's
sity, partakes of these purposes promote a radio station," in which signature, major and phone
and thus has obligations ofa com- The _Central Florida Futl,J,re's edi- number.
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The Buddy Board - located in the lobby of the Health Resource Center

~i

:~:'

• Tennis

• Body Building

I ~ ~iE:ll .~ ~~:thing
!!!

~

················ -·······················-··················

; AA-(closed) Wed: nesdays at noon in
~ the H.R.C. Come
~ lunch with us!
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! SWAT

: fil!S -

- Thurs. days at 2 P.M. in
the H.R. C. -Be! come a Buddy!
1

(Stop Our
: Smoking) Thurs: days at 1 P.M. in the
: H.R.C. - Get the
: support you need!

s 1 • 5 ·s 4

l!

By Karen .Wedner

t~~~~

you like to do!

i::::ll COME
SEE US AND
Fll'{D A BUDDY -MAKE
EXERCISE EASIER!
.
.
.

- Tuesday
: at noon in the
: H.R ..C. - .Join
i th~ group!

2

[tJtltQ

WE. ADVERTISE EVENTS~ BUDDIES AND EXERCISE TIPS.

! NA

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

BA<;CHUS - Wednesday, June 15 at
10 A.M. in the
H.R.C. We want
your ideas!

·:~STARSS,.,~ ,W~i;ht,.

. ~ loss. Tuesdays at 9 .
:
C
~ A.M. in the H.R. .
' Mak
··
~
e a nutntlon
j Buddy!

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE PROCEEDURES M~~
When you visit the Student Health Service, the routine
proceedure is:
l.
You will be asked to sign in at the reception
desk.
2.
The nursing ~sistant will check your pulse,
temperature, blood pressure and weight.
3.
The screening nurse will. take a brief history of
your current complaint and initiate appropriate
laboratory tests as indicated.
4.
You will be asked to have a seat in the waiting
room and your chart will be assigned to the
next available health care provider (Physician,
Physician's Assistant, Nurse Practitioner). If
you are being seen for a follow-up visit, every
· effort will be iuade to assure you see the same
provider as on the initial visit. Also, if you
request a particular provider, efforts will be
made to honor that request.
5.
As soon as possible, you will be called into the
treatment area.
6.
The pharmacy/cashier areas will be your last
stops before exiting.
NOTES: .
.

::

=:~::::::;.::::

3.

A.M. - 12 Noon and 1 P.M. - 5 P.M. for appointrnents, iab results, general information
and consultation.
All medical records and information are confidential and nothing is released withoutl'..WI[
consent

• • • • • • • • • ~~~t~m@mwf1~11~r~~wm~mmm~mw&~wmmt@~H111mfJM%~M1n@wmutl
_/

UCF/MARflN AREA-assumable only $7800.
3bdrm .. 1 1/2 bath, very clean. New roof.
fenced yd .. celling fans • and two sheds.
273-1780.

Role Playlng Club
We meet every Friday night In Phillips Hall
Rm. l 04. Come join the fun I Fantasy. Science Fiction. and Bizarre. We welcome all
newcomers.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Meets wary Wed. 12:00
N.A. meets Thurs. at 12:00
call 281-5841

UCF Area-2 bedroom Townhouse. Appliances. Washer & Dryer. $400.00 m/o plus
deposit. Gold Star Realty of Fla., Inc. Asroc
#877-378"
Condo, one-bedroom. beautiful. large
tennis. pool, no ~ts. no children. can 62862T3 or 331-0453.
Room available Immediately. On 436.
neat Howell Branch Road. 2 males & 1
female seek co-eel for 3rd bedroom.
Share bath. Non-smoker only. Rent: $140/
mth. Deposit: $235. Call 678-6396.

Roommate wanted: Mature female to
share house l 5mln. from campus $200.00
per mo .• l /2 utilities. Need own bedroom
furniture. Contact Jeanne at 237-4463
between 8:30-4:00.
Male to share nice l bedroom apartment
close to UCF. $148 mo. +1/2 utilities. Call
658-2578. after 10 pm best.
1 or2 roommates to share nice 3 bedroom
townhouse lOmln. toUCF. $177 mo.+ ST50
deposit+ 1/3 utilities. CaR Michelle or Barry
273-6231.
.
Non-smoking roommate needed to share
3 bdrm. condo. Pool, tennis courts. own
room. 5 min. from UCF. $230 mo. + 1/3
utilities. Chancellors Row. call 277-6623
evenings.

KORG 8000 keyboard synthesizer- excellent condltionl S8CXJ.00obo.Call647-7197.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. governmenf?
Get the facts today! Call l-312-742-1142
ext.689.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636.

Oviedo- Beautiful 3 bedroom home In
great neighborhood to share with responsible male or female. $275, Includes 'all
utilities. 365-1872.

GOVERNMENT JOBS $17.840-$69.485.
Immediate Hiring! Call JOB CENTER 1-518459-3611 ext. G3364B for Federal List 24 Hrs.

MOVE IN SPECIAL
Beautiful 2b-2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands Apt. Call 282-5657 for more Information.

ATIENTION: Excellent Income for home
assembly work. Info CALL 504-646-1700
dept. P307.

IBM PC software, only $5.00 Eac:hlll Over
1200 programs to choose from. All categories Including: Business. Word Processors. Spreadsheets. Math, Educational.
Games. Accounting CAD. Data Base.
Communications. you name It! Located
near university. Ask for free catalog. Coll
282-8213
Matching 4-plece family room set. good
cond .• $120 OBO call 658-2941.

Two roommates needed.
Nice house on Par1< Ave .. Winter Park 3
bed, 2 bath w/d yard. $250 + 1/3 utllltles.
C"al1Murot281-5211 work,647-3112 home.

DUPLEX- Extra large units on Khayyam for 8
students. Great condition! Walk to UCF.
Low utilities; S1,0C1J/mo. return. Always
rented I Reduced to 101. 900 cash. Best
Buy! 876-3980.

Female nonsmoking student seeks same
to share 2 bed/2 1/2 bath townhouse 5 ml
from UCF. $300 mo + 1/2 utilities and
phone sec. dep. required. Lisa 273-5996.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 805-687~0 ext. GH4628 for current
_ repo list.

Finances making Ille tough? Chlld care
experience? Good.references? Work with
children while you save to finish college.
Live In South Florida, earn excellent salary.
room and board, and other benefits. One
year commitment/full-time. Families
screened. We specialize In quality at
home child care . For application call The
Nanny Network 407-382-5535.

Staff position opening at WUCF-FM- Now
loolclng for Public Affairs Director-duties
Include maintaining contacts w /university. community. and cultural organizations. writing public service announcemen1s. maintaining community datebook. and other duties. $3.50/hr. 1Ooffice
hoursplussomeon-alrhours.CallwtJCFat
275-2133.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MAJOR.
.
Mc Donnell Douglas, Tltusvtlle, wants juniors and seniors, who are U.S. citizens with
a minimum 3.0 GPA. to work full-time coop jobs this fall semester In the designing
and testtng of missiles and components.
Interested students should contact Bob
Williams. Cooperative Education Program, ADM suite 129.
BUSINESS MAJORS
McDonnell Douglas. Titusville. wants juniors and seniors who are U.S. citizens with a
minimum GPA: 3.0 to work full-time co-op
jobs this fall semester In procurement. Salary is $300 per week. Interested students
should contact Sue Martin. Cooperative
Education Program, ADM suite 129.

*Student Discount*
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
657-7724 (call for an appt.)
Winter Park-lmmed. off 1-4

•

Prompt, accurate typing. GOOD RATES
call Marianne at 679-5258

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick. professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18.300 satisfied students and 4
grouches.
671-3007
Resumes and cover letters Designed/
Revised/Typed- 65H1J79.
TYPING- Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty. Thesis expert. Call Susie. 2732300 days, 647-4451 eves.
RESUMES I TYPESETTING
Professional Lasertypesettlng. many types
of documents. Fast turnaround. Klnko's
copies across from UCF. Open 7 days a
week. 658-9518.

l l.ll:l.,~t11•e~~1~•;:•,·····:·T1 IITT'f~i·l;-,·-~•;:: :•· -~
,::'.:j: .•

TENNIS LESSONS call Mike DeFranco, UCF
men's tennis coach.
Home 275-8560, Office 275-2143.

HELP WANTED- Warehouse help. 10 - 15
hours per week In Oviedo, 365-2600.
IRREGULAR CYCLES?
FREE EVALUATIO N
HEALTHY WOMEN between 21and33
years old are needed to participate In a
study. Volunteers must have menstrual
cycles that are less than 22 days or more
than 35 days apart.
A free comprehensive evaluation Including b lood hormone levels will
be performed on participants. Each participant will also receive $150 at the conclusion of the study.
All Interested women call 4238856 between 9:30 ar'ld 11 :30 am, Monday -Friday.

Professional Word Processing

,,... : ·

: ·=·"· · · ..· ... · .. · · .... ,

""'

Free Moring CL.AST. Math, English & much
more. Call Student Academic Resource
Center 281-5130 or stop by PCl -102. Day
and evening hours.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types ofstudentdocuments. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing .
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Professional WP SI/pg 695-6146.

Yo Jo, you burning babe of passion! You
never come see me anymore!
Passionately yours, Nugger-nums

.

.

Psst! Hey Buddy! You too can get a c lassified a<;t for real cheap.
Just call Tammy at 275-2601. Tell 'em Lou sent ya'
'

:
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MIN:I CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM
CLASSIFICATION
0 SERVICES
OCLUBINFO
0 TYPISTS
OROOMMATES
0 LOST & FOUND
OFORRENT
0 CARPOOL
DFORSALE
0 TUTORS
0 HELP WANTED
0 PERSONALS

0 GREEK CORNER

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.

1
2 .__.........,..._._._______....____,___.i......&_________________l-l..._..__.________....____.a......li......&-a.--..---

To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to
The Central Florida Future Classifieds, P.O.
Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by
the Central Florida Future Business office.
Prepayment is required. The deadline for
Wednesday's paper is Friday at 4:00pm. If you
have any questions or comments, please call
Tracy at 275-2601.

Name and address:

3 ..._._____.__......_........-a.--.._.____..__.__.__.__,__.____...___~r.--Jl-....l..._..--L-&.......&..-'------'-----~
4._..._..._.___________..._...._..__...._..____..___..--L-L-L......&..-'---'-..:....i...-'--'-_,__,__.__.__.__.__.__,__.____~

5._.__..._...._..__.__

L--

~

____.____.__________.____...___

~r.--Jl-....l..._...--L_,___,.,_,_

__________......__

Phone:

-+-~~-f-~~~~~~~~-

-~~----------------~---------------------------------~
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Need insurance for your
home,
car,.life, boat or RV?
""" ........... . .

Feelin'.sporty? Write us

We here in the sports comment business have this little
i V \.~e
•
matter of an ego that some\t. ~\\.~a•
We have the nght coverage
times has a way of influencing
\ oo;eoV\e·
for all your needs.
the stories you see in each
\ ...
sports section. You may agree
and applaud our decisions or
Jean Huber
worse. . . you may not.
If you've got questions,
Jacqueline Bailey
comments or criticisms regarding sports coverage inThe
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Future or the UCF sports
Oviedo, FL 32765
Allstate Insurance Company
world in general, take the time
Allstate Life Insurance Company
Northbrook, Illinois
to write and let us know. Ifyou
(305) 366-1189
enjoy (or hate) reading a par_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..:.:....__ _ _ _ _..___ _ _---'------=----' ticular writer or are fuming

Call us!

/_... ,.<(e .,, .

t

t;~'

1111

Allstate®

over an inaccurate story, the
opportunity is here for the
taking.
Now, for some rules and
regulations: Send all letters,
which should be typed, doublespaced and include the name,
signature and daytime phone
number of the writer, to: Central Florida Future Sports
Editor, c/o Paul Owers, P.O.
Box 25000, Orlando, FL
32816. Only in the rarest
circumstances will unsigned/
anonymous responses be accepted.
at 410 feet while most parks
are only about 375, which
hurts as far as home runs are
concerned."
Said Head Coach Jay
Bergman: "He was our team
leader who has been through
all of the wars. He was a vital
part of our offense."
_To be a success professionally, Zawaski feels he needs to
improve his arm strength
which would make him a more
versatile player.

ZAWASKI

·11.,, ~QMtN.()'~ PliZ(f~~A~f-~TE~~::'.·. 111': ·;

"""""'-...::::::.--=

· FROM PAGE 16

~-'----=

.ball.
Fansandcoachesalikehave
felt that ·Z awaski's home-run
production would have been
even better if he had the advantage of playing on a better
field. "Ourfieid was too big, es.,
pecially in the gaps, which is
where I hit the ball," agrees
Zawaski_."Qur alleys are huge

...

HOT&FRESH
Your pizza from Domino's
Pizza is always hot·and
fresh from the oven
because it's delivered - like
magic - in less than 30
minutes. We guarantee it!*
So call Domino's Pizza®
today.
SAVINGS
Redeem the discount
coupons on this ad and
save on your next purchase
from Domino's Pizza. Call
now before the offer
disappears!

MENU
Every pizza is made by
hand to your order with
only the finest ingredients
and pizza toppings.

Our cheese pizza:

12" $6.02

16" $8.17

I
•

Sertfing University of
Central Florida:

Hours:

Or any combination of
12 delicious toppings:

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Green Olives, Black Olives,
Onions, Green Peppers,
Ground Beef, Ham, ·
Sausage, Hot Pepper
Rings, Extra Cheese and
Extra Thick Crust.
12" $1.02/topping
16" $1.45/topping
in 16 oz. nonreturnable bottles for $.65.

Coke®

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

Ucs

896-3030
12213 University Blvd.

is
the ultimate combination
of 9 carefully selected
and portioned toppings
for the price of 5!
12" $11.12 16" $15.42

The ExtravaganZZa®

CINEMA

12255 UNIVERSIT V BLVD.
ACROSS

FROM

CROCODILE .DUNDEE II· PG
at 2:oo-4:30-7:30-10

AAMBO 111 - R at 2:05-4:oo-6:05-8:05-10:05

.

11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11 AM-2AM Fri. & Sat

.

COLOllS - R at 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

DOMINO'S

UCF •277-1454

BIG BUSINESS • PG

at 2: 1Q-4:1Q-6: lQ-8: 10-10: 10
THE PRESIDIO - R

' at 2:oo.4:Q0-6:Q0-8:00-l 0:00
BEETl.EJUICE - PG

at 2:15-4: 15-6:15~:15-10:15

Freshman students to participate in a study
to teach accelerated learning skills and improve academic performance. James Rini, a
doctoral student ·w ith the University of Florida, is conducting the workshop along with
Dr. Ballet in the Counselor Education Program. If interested. or you want more information, call James Rini at 677-0507 and leave
your name and number. THANKS!

PIZZA

DELIVERS®
FREE.

' itffe&~!

~---------------------,
2 Medium Two12"medium . . I

I

II
1I

cheese
.
.
Pizzas
f $
I
8 88

I olr•.
II
·
I~:.®
I

a.

.

chee~e pizzas..Ea<?h
add1t1onal topping iust
$1.28 tor both pizzas.
(T~x not included.)

Otter good thru 6/30/88.
Our 12", a-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.

I
I
1

·--·

I

I
II
II

"Specialists In Cutting Hair"
1349 tiOWELL BRANCH RD., WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(Next to 7-Eleven opposite Greatbodies)

(407) 647-4494

Valid at participating locations only. Not valid wit_h any olh~ir otter. Pnces
may vary Customer pays applicable sales tax Limited delivery areas. Our.I
drivers carry less than $20

L

---------------------

Adult .............................. $8.00
Child .............................. $5.00
Mon.-FrL ..... . ................. 9 to 8
Saturday ... . . . .. . .............. 9 to 7
Sunday ...... . . ... .............. "1 2 to 5

THREE

I

10111
.

::~::~o:2~::c:/:~~:8

pizza serves 4-6 persons.

I~:.®

I

I

L

i
i

il llil•\1

I

I

Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with any other otter. Prices
may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax . Limite<l delivery areas. Ou~r
dnvers carry less than $20.

---------------------

·Certaip restnctions apply. call store for details. Return of at least one-hall pizza for retund or replacement .

'

WE CARRY M€~US PRODUCTS

r····--·-----------~--,
a deliciou~ 16"
II
III $3 •00 Order
large pizza with
or more toppings and
I
: OFF! get$3.000FFI
I

i

.
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ADVANCED TRAINED HAIRSTYLISTS
GUARANTEED 110% SATISFACTION
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CREW
FROM PAGE 12

Overall, the women's team
won three major regattas and
never finished less than second place in any othe.r of the 10
events except Augusta and the
Nationals.
_
Past co-captain and Spirit

award- winner Lori Ray and
four-year veteran Linda Schefstad, bothof the Women's Varsity Eight will graduate, but
12 freshman novices and seven
rowers from the varsity eight
team return next season, including Missy Jones, who was
pressed into action at the coxies position in her first year
and contributed significantly, .

Both the men's and
women's teams used this year
to train potential rowers for
the
coming
seasons,tobut
sacrafice
rankings
do didn't
so.
Remaining highly-ranked
and competitive in the South
was a major goal, and next
season is expected be as successful with a year's experience to tum to.

LJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!_

MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
F.thel & Bob Fayette
Monag&B

n "owntown, close to everything

•

Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida
365-5276 .

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free· of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

Problems With?
• Landlords?
•Insurance?
• Contracts?
•Police?

~

. J:::j::C:J-

Need?
•A Will?
•Name Change?
• U neontested
Dissolution?

'

12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.) ·

~------------------------------~
SAVE A LIFE ...
DONATE BLOOD TODAY !!!

+

AMERICAN RED CROSS

Mister B"s

!i!!!!!!i!!!ii!!!!!!!!!!&
/

/

Hairstyling~ Inc, E5~
Nexxus & Redken Products

15% Off with this coupon
expires 7-15-88

U n i t e di....._---~-------I

Parcel
Service
Part-Time Positions Available

277-8015 • 11648 E. Hwy. 50 Orlando, FL 3281'.I

United Parcel. Service will
be accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.
(407) 679-1838
Authentic Chinese Eatery

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through
Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

$ 3 - 9 9
(Includes Soup & Salad Bar)
~--------------,

I One Free Beverage or Soda with I
I any Combination Dinner or I
Buffet.
I
I
One Coupon Per Person
I
I
L ____ expi~6-29-~----~
Sunaest Village Shopping Center 10169 University Boulevard
(at Dean Road)• Orlando, Florida 32817

~lease

sign up ~Or an .interview in
the Career Res·o urce Center,
ADM Suite 124.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer.

For Delivery, Please Call FOOD EXPRESS at (401) 830-1144

.,
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Join. The .Student Government.
•·

'

• ·. Co:triptroller .
Judicial Advisor
Executive Advisor
• Legislative Advisor
• P . .R~ Director .

·-

.

.

...

}

The .F ollowing Persons Were Confirnted: .
Lori" Dickes
Senator, Arts & Sciences #4
Roger Dube
. Senator, Business #2
Sharon Sammaro -. - Justice
Keith White .
Attorney General
-

.

The FolloWing Po~itions Are U.n occupied:

· S E N A .-. T E

S E A T

s· :

Arts & Sciences: 2 .Seats
Business:
3 Seats
· Education:
2 Seats
Engineering:
5 Seats
Health:
2 Seats
Brevard Campus-At-Large Seat

.JUDICIAL COUNCIL:
5 Justices and 2 Alternate Justices

E ·LE C . T I 0 N C 0 M M I S S .l 0 N ·: ·
Brevard Commissioner
· South Orlando Commis$ioner
3 Other Election Commissioners

For M-o re
Information, Call
275-2191 or come by
.. s.c. 155

Celebrating 20 Year5.of Seroice
1968-88
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Track and field house finds .a home
First-rate

~ports

by Tom Davis

"My feeling is that
UCF will have a
world-class track
and field facility
once the project is
complete

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A multimillion dollar track
and field house may be closer
than you think. Plans are
underway to complete the field
house and the first phase of the
track facility by 1990.
According to Jerry Osterhouse, director of Facilities
Planning, the proposed field
house would be used mostly by
students for functions like
graduation, orientation and
concerts.
Of course, the 6,500 seat
complex (floor seating not in.eluded) would also be designed
for NCAA Division I basket- ·
ball and volleyball.
The two-story arena would
also be used as a recreational
facility with the possibility of
several basketball courts,
· weight lifting facilities, dressing rooms, and auxiliary
rooms for aerobics . or other
activities.The tra~k facility
would be designed specifically
for track and field use rather
than football or soccer. Only
· the first phase of the track
would be completed by 1990,
including the 400-meter surface of the track. This also may
include the preliminary stages
of parking, lighting and
bleachers, providing the current budget proposal has been ·
approved by the state legislature.
·

facility planned for 1990

1

."

-

-Dr Dan Holsenbeck
Assoc. Vice President
·_ University Relations
While the exact site of the
track and field house has not
yet been determined, the general area for the complex is approximately a half-mile eastsoutheast of Lake Claire. Construction would begin sometime next summer and be completed by the summer of1990.
Dr. Dan Holsenbeck, chairman of the track and field
house budget committee, explained the current funding
situation for the two projects.
Through the efforts . of
Holsenbeck and State Senator
George StUart, the state legi.s1ature gave more than
$9,800,000 to fund the track
and field house. $1,020,500 of
the original funding was designated for the first phase of the
track, while the rest would be
used to complete the field
house itself.
1
UCF also received an additional $500,000 in 1987 for
phase II of the track which

New track ·and field

hous~

includes some parking. The
1988 budget proposal calls for
Propo~d site for the 400$2 million which, according to
meter
track and a 6500 seat
Holsenbeck, would not comfield
house is to be ·
plete the project. "There is still
approximately
one half mile
six to seven million dollars
east-southeast from Lake
more to be found (m the state
bugdet) · to complete the track
Claire. .
as it was originally proposed,"
Construction of the field house
said Holsenbeck. "My feeling
and the first phase of the track
is that we (UCF) will have a
should be completed by the
world-class track and field
summer of 1990.
facility once the project is
complete."
The additional
money for the track facilitY,
would be used for parking:
lighting, permanent stands, .
an. electronic scoreboard and
other such costs for building-a
· top-of-the-line track facility.
UCF athletic director Gene
McDowell is looking to start a
NCAA Division I track program as soon as the new track
is built. "As soon as I see the
track out there we will apply to
the NCAA for a DiVisioh I
track team." This would mean
that the athletic department ·
would add the track program L--------------__..::i-..:;..._______.
in the sprii:igof1990. For now,
Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
UCF will continue to develop
the program through the track are planning a 5K road race on tion of the field house. "Afirstclub. "Within five to six years I September 9 at the Quad- class arena is absolutely necbelieve we could have a very rangle as a fund raiser for the essary to recruit top-flight
competitive team, " said club," said track coach Tom Division I players and schedMcDowell.
McDowell also Metts. With the attraction of a ule quality teams," said Carfeels that the Central Florida world-class field house and ter.
While most juniors -and
area has an · abundance of track facility, UCF will be able
seniors
may never get to use
attract
the
top
athletes
in
to
high-quality track athletes.
the
facility,
sophomores, freshthe
area.
UCF
men's
basketThe UCF track club in its
first year, is already planning ball coach Phil Carter is also men and incoming students
to expand its program. "We looking fo,rward to the comple- will enjoy its benefits.
/
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Crew team paddles into ·top -ten ranking
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

The UCF Crew Program, thought by
many to be mired in a rebuilding year,
ignored the less-than-fantastic expectations to earn a Top-10 ranking for
small colleges throughout the nation.
Both the men's and women's teams
began the spring season by rebuilding,
after losing the nucleus, of the varsity
squads to graduation.
Though the men's team lacked experience, it was represented in the National Championships by the Varsity
Lightweight Eight, Novice Lightweight E.i ght and a Men's Two with
Coxswain.

The Novice Lightweight Eight
rowed well in the first qualifying heat
a_!; Dad Vail in Philadelphia, Pa., despite encountering difficult wind and
water conditions. The men defeated ·
Albany State, Fordham, Trinity and
John Hopkins to qualify for the. semifinals. ori Saturday, in which they were
eliminated.
They did place third in the state and
fourth in the Southern Region.
The Men's Varsity Lightweight
Eight finished third in the state championships and placed third in the
Southern ·Championship, finishing
just two seconas behind Florida Institute of Technology, the defending na·
tional champion.
· Though drawing difficult heats
throughout, The Varsity Lightweight

Eight defeated the U nive:rsity of Mas- eventual national champion Universachusetts, 'Brock University (Can- sity of Minnesota. The Lady Knights
ada), and Lowell to reach the semifi- did avenge an earlier loss by defeating
nals, where they were beaten by Trin- ·P urdue University and the University c.,
ity and the Coast Guard Academy.
of West Virginia.
In their semi-final race on Saturday
However; the varsity did qualify for
the second .flight and defeated Villa- , the women's four finishers were "
nova and Miami (or a 1.0th-place rank- within a boat's length of one another,
ing.
but missed qualifying by a mere 1.5
Two members of the lightweight seconds.
eight, Captain Paul Macomber and
The final result was a third place c: .
Richard Wilfong, will be lost this year · fj.nish in the.Petite Final, good ·enough
due to graduation.
for a ninth-place ranking in the coun.
The women's team had to be rebuilt try.
almost entirely, . but managed to reOverall, the women's team won
cover in time to enjoy some end-of-the- three major regattas and never placed
year success.
less than second in any of its top-ten
At Nationals, the women's squad events. · ,
was one of the smallest represented,
and as a result, was defeated by
SEE CREW PAGE l 0
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UCF first basemqn Vince Zawaski to -

meet pro challenge with the Mets .
1

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Vince Zawaskl ~II begin his rookie· season in i<ingston, Tenn.

·-- -

:-

Vince Zawaski, a four-year starter at first
base for UCF, has signed a free-agent contract
with the New York Mets and will report to
Kingston Tenn., of the rookie Appalachian
League. Zawaski was not chosen in last week's
regular drajl;, prompting him to sign as a free
·agent.
At UCF, he hit a school-record 38 home runs
while batting more than .300 each of his four
seasons. His junior season was his best with the
Knights as he batted .358 and smashed 14
round trippers.
Through it all, however, · Zawaski has pre-

ferred to stay out of the limelight.
"I don't pay much attention. to [the statis- , ,.
tics], ,,·he said this year. "I am more of a leader by
action than words since I am not very outgoing
to begin with.
"I just want to play my best."
. Zawaski came to UCF from Marist High
School in .Chicago, where he was a dual sport
(football and baseball) star. He was a four-year • ~·
· letterman in both sports, receiving All-American honors in baseball and Catholic All-American accolades in football.
.
His decision to come to UCF was based ~
largely on the warm weather. He originally
planned to play both football an"d baseball in
college but opted to concentrate solely on base- ,
SEE ZAWASKI PAGE 9
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